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If you've got Flybuys points, you may be wondering whether to convert them to Etihad Guest 
or Velocity Frequent Flyer. 
 
The answer depends on how you plan to use the points. If you plan to use the points on an 
airline that partners with only Etihad or Virgin Australia, then the choice is fairly obvious. But 
what about redemptions on Virgin Australia itself? 
 
Both Velocity points and Etihad miles can be used to fly on Virgin Australia. Both programs 
charge virtually identical taxes on redemption bookings - but they do not charge the same 
number of points! 
 
If you have a particular redemption flight in mind, we recommend checking flight's distance 
in miles. This can be done using the Great Circle Mapper website. (You'll need to use the IATA 
airport codes. For example, for Sydney to Melbourne, type "SYD-MEL" into the input box.) 
 
Once you've worked out the flight's distance, simply use this handy table to compare the 
number of Flybuys points the redemption will cost you: 
 

Virgin Australia 
flight distance (miles) 

Velocity points required 
for Economy/Business 

(Flybuys points) 

Etihad miles required 
for Economy/Business 

(Flybuys points) 

Winner 

0-600 
7,800/15,500 

(17,940/35,650) 
6,900/13,800 

(17,250/34,500)  

601-1,200 
11,800/23,500 

(27,140/54,050) 
6,900/13,800 

(17,250/34,500)  

1,201-1,250 
17,800/35,500 

(40,940/81,650) 
6,900/13,800 

(17,250/34,500)  

1,251-1,750 
17,800/35,500 

(40,940/81,650) 
10,900/21,800 

(27,250/54,500)  

1,751-2,400 
17,800/35,500 

(40,940/81,650) 
16,900/33,800 

(42,500/84,500)  

2,400-2,900 
22,300/49,500 

(51,290/113,850) 
16,900/33,800 

(42,500/84,500)  

Long-haul flights 
(e.g. to LAX, AUH) 

44,800/95,500 
(103,040/219,650) 

60,000/120,000 
(150,000/300,000)  

 

http://www.gcmap.com/
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A few other things worth pointing out: 

 If you need to take more than one flight to reach your destination, Velocity will add 

up the distance of all of the flights and charge for the total distance. Etihad will charge 

for every individual flight separately. 

 

 Flybuys points can only be converted to Etihad Guest in blocks of 10,000, whereas 

points can be transferred to Velocity in smaller blocks of 2,000 points at a time. 

 

 Velocity points can be more easily redeemed for Virgin Australia flights through the 

Virgin website. Etihad redemptions must be made over the phone. 


